Series 500 / 1000 grip
Grip type bag palletizers

This series of automatic palletizers lets you overlap bags on the same layer.
The bag handling principle employed by this machine makes it suitable
for the most difficult products.

grip 500 / 1000 Series: grip type bag palletizers
The GRIP 500/1000 series is provided with a robotic
bag handling tool that includes a gripping hand.
This technology is more especially recommended for
applications where bags need to be overlapped in
the layer.
It also lends itself very well to palletizing very
difficult bags, whether they are not very full, or the
product in the bag is extremely fluid.
The GRIP 500/1000 series has been provided with
automatic calculation software.
Positioning of the bags is determined automatically
based on the dimensions of the pallets, bags and the
arrangement chosen.
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There are several models in the series covering a
work rate of 0 to 1200 bags per hour.
A full range of options, such as double
conformation, film deposit on an empty pallet,
inter-layer separators, flattener, etc. can be used to
adapt Newtec’s products to the customer’s needs.
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1-B
 ags are handled via a robot hand fitted with a
centring device.
2 - L ayers are formed on two stripperplates and aligned
on all four sides.
3 - The elevator, suspended from four points, gives
very wide access to the interior of the machine for
cleaning.
4 - O verlapping of bags becomes possible.
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5-D
 ifferent options are available: here film is being
deposited on the empty pallet.
6 - A touch screen provides easy access to the machine’s
menu and, in particular to the automatic calculation
software.
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newtec bag palletizing, is also:
• A complete range of bag palletizers from 100 to 4500 bags/hour
with layer deposit.
• A complete range of stretch hooders for a work rate of up to 120
pallets/hour.
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• Automatic baggers for valve, open mouth and FFS bags.
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